Council of Cities

What do we want to achieve in 2025?

• Up to 300 people active at the General Assemblies
• *Experience* on the agenda meaning / role social / 'citizens’
• *Experience* and *technology* better connected
• More room for Council of Cities to make *adjustments*
• City/community as an ecosystem (with digital needs and opportunities) more central than technology
• Data-driven instead of software-driven based on open and (well-known) PPIs
Process

• Use the lessons learned of this conference as basis;

• Organizing 2 CoC meetings per year based on an open agenda (including Rotterdam Partners),

• Interim (periodic) meetings (workshop, etc.) regarding knowledge exchange, Governance, data-driven instead of software-driven, OUPs, DTs, Tenders, etc.

• Goal to expand and/or activate with other networks

• Focus on the LDT toolbox

  • (are we also going to participate in the call that has been/will be issued about this?) consequences? Are we also going to include our 'transferable' knowledge in this? How?
Enjoy your stay in Rotterdam and become better connected!